APPLICATION GUIDE
Type SDV Smart Distribution TransFilters™
NEC compliant e-Rated® Distribution Transformers
that automatically 'right size' to a lower kVA rating

to optimize Energy Efficiency

Distribution System Energy Efficiency Optimization

The Application of Smart Distribution TransFilters™

Transformer oversizing is a typical outcome when meeting the
requirements of the National Electrical Code (NEC). To maximize energy
efficiency and reduce operating costs, the optimum kVA rating of a
distribution transformer can be determined by referring to CSA C802.42013 – A Guide for kVA Sizing of Dry-Type Transformers and the
nationalgrid® Transformer Replacement Program Recommendations for
Low Voltage Dry-Type Transformers. However, the CSA guide and
nationalgrid® recommendations conflict with the NEC.
To improve transformer efficiency and resolve the NEC problem, Power
Quality International has developed ultra-efficient, variable kVA rated
Smart Distribution TransFilters™ that, while meeting the code's kVA
requirements, will automatically 'right size' to a lower kVA rating to
optimize energy efficiency. Smart Distribution Transformers™ include
code compliant primary, secondary and feeder circuit breaker protection,
and self-contained fail-safe control systems..

Using Figure 1 as an example of a conventional subsystem, we’ll assume
the system designer selected distribution transformer ratings that are
code compliant, but not intentionally oversized. We’ll also assume that
the transformer ratings selected are higher than required, since
calculated minimum requirements rarely match ‘standard’ transformer
ratings.
With reference to Figure 2, to determine the code-required kVA rating of
the Smart Distribution TransFilter’s™ high rating, use the sum of the
calculated rather than the selected ratings of the four transformers that
are to be replaced. Using this logic, 150kVA will be less than the sum of
the four 45kVA transformers ratings (i.e. 45kVA x 4 = 180kVA).
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Smart Distribution Transformers™
Figure 2

Based on CSA C802.4 or nationalgrid® recommendations, determine the
low kVA rating of the Smart Distribution Transformer™ by summing the
anticipated or measured maximum daytime loads of the conventional
system’s four distribution transformers. By calculating the lower rating of
the Smart Distribution TransFilter™ in this manner, an automatic transfer
to the higher rating will probably be quite infrequent.

Conventional Subsystem

The actual number of distribution transformers to be replaced in a
conventional system by a Smart Distribution TransFilters™ is somewhat
flexible. The limiting factor is typically the circuit lengths (impedances)
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and loading. Consideration must also be given to the loads’ harmonic
current profiles. PQI’s Neutral-to-Ground Voltage vs. Branch-Circuit
Loading & Length Graphs for office and gaming machine loads will
provide a guide.
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Conventional Distribution System vs. Smart Distribution System
Using the examples shown in Figures 1 & 2, we can compare a
conventional distribution system, which includes a 480/277V riser that
supplies four 45kVA distribution transformers, with a dual rated
45/150kVA Smart Distribution Transformer™ that will automatically 'right
size' to its lower kVA rating to optimize energy efficiency.
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Conventional Distribution System – With reference to Figure 1, we’ve
applied a 10% load for 10 hours a day and a 3% load for 14 hours a day
during each weekday and a 3% load on the weekend, on each
transformer. The total load is therefore 18kVA during weekday daytime
hours and 5.4kVA during weekday nighttime hours and on weekends.
Using these loading profiles, the distribution transformers’ weekday
daytime efficiencies are 97.1% while their nighttime and weekend
efficiencies are 91.3%. The transformers’ average efficiencies are
therefore 94.5% and the average total losses are 528W (4 x 132W), as
detailed in Figures 3 & 4.
Smart Distribution System – With reference to Figure 2, the single
45kVA would operate with a 40% load for 10 hours a day and a 12% load
for 14 hours a day on weekdays, and a 12% load on the weekend. The
total load is the same as in the conventional subsystem example.
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45kVA DOE 2016 Transformer Efficiency
Figure 3
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Using these loading profiles, the Smart Distribution Transformer’s™
average efficiency is 98.2% and the average losses are 188 Watts, as
detailed in Figures 3 & 4.
If the load on the 45kVA unit were to exceed 50% FL (22.5kVA), the load
would be automatically transferred from the 45kVA rated element to the
150kVA rated element, which would then be loaded at 15% FL. In this
scenario, the load would transfer back to the 45kVA element if it dropped
below 22.5kVA.
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With reference to Figures 3 & 4, the Average Efficiency Improvement is
45kVA DOE 2016 Transformer Losses
3.64% (98.15% - 94.51%) while the Average Loss Reduction is 340W
Figure 4
(528W - 188W). Using $0.20/kWh as an example, the annual energy cost
loads. Voltage distortion increases all load’s ‘penalty losses’ and reduces
reduction is $593.68 ($923.84 - $330.16).
their energy efficiency. This energy saving benefit can equal or even
Transformer Type Selection
exceed the conventional vs. Smart Distribution Transformer benefit.
The forgoing calculations and outcome assume the transformer loads are
Power Quality International’s application engineers can assist the system
linear; that is, they do not generate harmonic currents. Since it is
designer with optimizing the Smart Distribution TransFilter’s dual ratings
extremely unlikely that this would ever be the case, the application of the
and selecting the most appropriate transformer type. This engineering
appropriate Smart Distribution TransFilters™ (i.e. Types SDV, SGY or
service is available on a ‘no charge’ basis. To provide a total system
SSY) would substantially increase the benefit over conventional
solution, PQI require ‘as proposed’ or ‘as built’ one-line drawings, panel
transformers, if the conventional transformers were loaded beyond 15%
schedules and load identification. Given sufficient information, we will
FL.
guarantee IEEE 519 compliance and a range of savings.
However, the most significant benefit in applying harmonic mitigating
Distribution TransFilters™ is the reduction of voltage distortion at the

